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Salaam/Peace to All, 
 
here we shall clearly witness an  Absolutely MARVELLOUS Miracle   

in "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and also  in "GOSPEL-INJEEL,"                    

in such an exactly Same/Similar manner therein, 
 
 

and thus, here Again, we shall clearly and unmistakably Comprehend that  
 

the One and Only GOD  (="AL-LAH")  
 
has Sent-Down  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"                  
  

for the Eternal Salvation and Everlasting Benefits of all Nations-Peoples of the World,              

for/in this Final Age now!  
 
 

So let us clearly Witness here  

this  Absolutely MARVELLOUS Miracle  in "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and   in "GOSPEL-INJEEL,"   

in such an exactly Same/Similar manner, 
 

now here, first of all, thus:   
 

=In  "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

in this most special Chapter "19"  

                             

                                           the Occurrence of  the Occurrence of                 
total number            the Word:  "GOD"            the Word:  "LORD"                   

. of Verses                        (="ALLAH")             (="RABB")                     

.   therein:            therein:                  therein: 

    98               8            23                  
             times    times                   
                            In Verses no.        In Verses no.                   
.                                     30, 35, 36, 48,       2, 3, 4, 4, 6, 8, 9,                
  .          49, 58, 76, 81                      10, 19, 21, 24, 36,                  
.                       36, 47, 48, 48, 55,                  
                          64, 64, 65, 68, 71, 76 

   



by the Perfect Revelation of our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning.              .                         

                    

==========                         

*The Occurrences of the Word:  "GOD"  (=in Arabic:  "ALLAH")                   

and the Word:  "LORD"  (=in Arabic:  "RABB")                       

in this most special Chapter "19"                       

can rightfully be Witnessed in the original Arabic text of "QURAN TESTAMENT,"   
here:  19covenant19.com/AN-AWESOME-MIRACLE-(1)---(Long-Version; Arabic-Text-included).pdf               
or here:  19covenant19.com/AN-AWESOME-MIRACLE-(1)---(Short-Version; Arabic-Text-not-included).pdf             
(*We can clearly see it on page no. 32 therein, in the first place.)  .                                          
 

========== 

 

 

=In  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"   

in this most special  Chapter "19"  (in Luke)    

 .           Chapter "19"  (in Mark)  --(*because it consists of only 16 Chapters in total)   

                    Chapter "19"  (in Matthew)                       
    

             Chapter "19"  (in John)             

 

                             

                                           the Occurrence of  the Occurrence of                 
total number            the Word:  "GOD"            the Word:  "LORD"                   

. of Verses                        (="THEOS")          (="KYRIOS")                   

.   therein:            therein:                  therein: 

  (in Luke) 

    48               2             1                   
             times    times                   
                            in Verses no.        in Verses no.                   
.                                          11, 37                            38 

  (in Mark) 

   00               0             0                   
             times    times                      
                            in Verses no.        in Verses no.                   
.                                            ---                            --- 

(in Matthew) 

   30               3             0                   
             times    times                   
                            in Verses no.        in Verses no.                   
.                                        6, 24, 26                  --- 

 

 (in John) 



   42               1             0                   
             times    times                   
                            in Verses no.        in Verses no.                   
.                                             7                               --- 

 

 

by the Perfect Decree of our LORD AL-LAH, from the very Beginning. 

 

==========                         

*The Occurrences of the Word:  "GOD"  (=in Greek:  "THEOS")                   

and the Word:  "LORD"  (=in Greek:  "KYRIOS")                     

in this most special Chapter "19" (in Luke)  &  Chapter "19" (in Matthew)  &  Chapter "19" (in John) above  

have clearly been Witnessed in the original Greek text of "GOSPEL"   
here:   http: // biblehub.com/interlinear/luke/19.htm                        
 http: // biblehub.com/interlinear/matthew/19.htm                           
 http: // biblehub.com/interlinear/john/19.htm 

  

*And please, absolutely note that the Word:  "LORD"  may only and absolutely refer to GOD,                

and the Word:  "lord"  may refer to any Human Ruler, Leader, etc.                    

both in "QURAN TESTAMENT"  (=e.g. please, see it here: 12/41-42)                   
and in "GOSPEL-INJEEL" (=e.g. please, see it here: Luke 19/33-34)           

so we have Rightfully taken into account exclusively and only the Word:  "LORD"  (which absolutely refers to GOD)              
for/in both Cases above.               

==========  

 

 

      

 

                                                 --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness these  "Most AWESOME"  &  "Most WONDROUS"  MIRACLES, 

in "QURAN TESTAMENT"   and   in "GOSPEL-INJEEL,"   

in this most specific Respect above, now here thus:  

 

 
 

      "QURAN TESTAMENT" 

                   Chapter "19" 
 

                            total                   
        .           occurrences                   
           total                                      of the Word:                  

      "Verses"                                  "GOD"                             
.               therein              therein 

             

            98                       8 
 

                       --and then--                    
.                          also                     
                                            in                  .  
                                   
                                  .             

         "GOSPEL-INJEEL" 

                   Chapter "19" 

 
                                                      total                          
                                                                                                             occurrences                              
.                  total                                     of the Word:                  

                    "Verses"                                  "GOD"                  
    .       therein                            therein  

          

  (in Luke)      (in Mark)      (in Matthew)      (in John)     (in Luke)      (in Mark)      (in Matthew)      (in John)                            

   48        0         30        42               2        0          3          1 

 

 
 

                           =============                  
                   And Then                     
.                                       Again                            
  .                  =============  

 

 

 



 

      "QURAN TESTAMENT" 

                   Chapter "19" 
 

                            total                   
        .           occurrences                   
           total                                      of the Word:                  

      "Verses"                                 "LORD"                             
.               therein              therein 

             

            98                      23 
 

                       --and then--                    
.                          also                     
                                           in                  .  
                                   
                                  .             

         "GOSPEL-INJEEL" 

                   Chapter "19" 

 
                                                      total                          
                                                                                                             occurrences                              
.                  total                                     of the Word:                  

                    "Verses"                                 "LORD"                   
    .       therein                            therein  

          

  (in Luke)      (in Mark)      (in Matthew)      (in John)     (in Luke)      (in Mark)      (in Matthew)      (in John)                            

   48       00        30        42               1        0          0          0 

    

   

                .                         

                                 = x...                              

.              --and then--                    . 
                         also                      
.                in                              



                                                                .                       .                  

.                            = x...         

 

             =============                   
                                   And Then                      
  .                                       Again                              
.                          =============    

   

             = x...                        . 

             --and then--                    . 
               also                               
                        in     

                                .                       .            

.        = x...              

       .                       

                                

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

============                           
*Please, absolutely note that 

 

    98                       8 

 
 48        0         30        42                

 

due to the fact that there is specifically a "single-digit" number (=8) above, in the first place,               

so we have rightfully placed this legitimately as (=0) therein, in the second place, for/in this first Case above;  

and thereafter 

 

   98                       23 

 
48       00         30        42        

 

due to the fact that there is specifically a "double-digit" number (=23) above, in the first place,               

so we have rightfully placed this legitimately as (=00) therein, in the second place, for/in this second Case above; 

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner above;  
 

by this Absolutely Most Wise  and  Perfect "Creation Design" of our LORD AL-LAH,  

also in this most specific Respect above, from the very Beginning, again, here: 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  76/23-24  =  20/133  =  72/28  =  78/29  =  74/30-31 

============   

  

 
 

 
 

                --continues in the next post-- 

      

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

So finally, let us clearly Witness here  

--as a final  Perfect  Confirmation  and  Approval  by our LORD AL-LAH 

of all of those  Absolutely MARVELLOUS Miracles   

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"  above,    
 

Finally, now here thus: 

 

 

"QURAN TESTAMENT"    "GOSPEL-INJEEL"          "GOSPEL-INJEEL"    "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                     
 

          Chapter "19"   Chapter "19"               Chapter "19"              Chapter "19" 
     total                      total                                      total                      total                               
"Verses"                      "Verses"                            "Verses"                  "Verses"                 
.  therein               therein                                                    therein                      therein   
 

      V              V             V               V              V                 V            V            V              V                                V 
 

                                  (in Luke)   (in Mark)    (in Mthw)   (in John)      (in Luke)  (in Mark)  (in Mthw)   (in John)                            

   98                 48     00     30     42       48     0     30     42               98 

 
          total                            total                     total                     total                

  .  occurrences                        occurrences               occurrences              occurrences                                                           
.                of the Word:           of the Word:              of the Word:                   of the Word:                                                 

.              "GOD"                                "GOD"             "LORD"            "LORD" .                          

.                therein .                                     therein                            therein                                        therein 
 

    V             V              V              V              V                  V             V            V              V                                V 
 

                                  (in Luke)   (in Mark)    (in Mthw)   (in John)      (in Luke)  (in Mark)  (in Mthw)   (in John)                            

   8                                 2       0       3       1         1      0      0       0                           23 

 
                         --or/and--                    
   .                         also                     
.                                when/if we legitimately omit                   
                                  all zeros & zeros above:   

  

                                       (in Luke)   (in Mark)    (in Mthw)   (in John)      (in Luke)  (in Mark)  (in Mthw)   (in John)                            

   8                                 2       -        3       1         1      -       -       -                            23 

 



           = x...                     

   .                              .                       

.     = x...     

                                      --or/and--                    
   .                           also                     
.                                 when/if we legitimately omit                  
                         all zeros & zeros above:   

           = x...   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

And now, here is the final  Awesome  Confirmation  and  Approval  by our LORD AL-LAH 

of all of those  Absolutely MARVELLOUS Miracles   

of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"  above,    
 

Finally, now here again also thus: 

 

 

"QURAN TESTAMENT"    "GOSPEL-INJEEL"          "GOSPEL-INJEEL"    "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                     
 

          Chapter "19"   Chapter "19"               Chapter "19"              Chapter "19" 
     total                      total                                      total                      total                               
"Verses"                      "Verses"                            "Verses"                  "Verses"                 
.  therein               therein                                                    therein                      therein   
 

      V              V             V              V               V                 V            V            V              V                                V 
 

                                  (in Luke)   (in Mark)    (in Mthw)   (in John)      (in Luke)  (in Mark)  (in Mthw)  (in John)                            

   98                 48  +  00  +  30  +  42       48 +  0   + 30  +  42                98 

 
          total                            total                     total                     total                

  .  occurrences                        occurrences               occurrences              occurrences                                                           
.                of the Word:           of the Word:              of the Word:                   of the Word:                                                 

.              "GOD"                                "GOD"             "LORD"            "LORD" .                          

.                therein .                                     therein                            therein                                        therein 
 

    V             V              V              V              V                  V             V            V              V                                V 
 

                                  (in Luke)   (in Mark)    (in Mthw)   (in John)      (in Luke)  (in Mark)  (in Mthw)   (in John)                            

   8                                 2   +  0   +   3   +   1         1  +  0   +  0   +   0                           23 

 

 
           So finally, here they are: 

 

     "QURAN TESTAMENT"                     

       Chapter "19" 

 
                                     total                          total                                                                                                                              
.                                                occurrences           occurrences                           .                  

                                       total                     total                    of the Word:            of the Word:                                    

.                                                     "Verses"         "Verses"              "GOD"            "LORD"                 
   .                                                                         above     .                 above             above                    above                               

                            V                       V                          V          V      



      98          98             08              23    
               

--and then--                    . 
        also                     
                 in 

  
       "GOSPEL-INJEEL"                     

      Chapter "19" 

 
                                    total                         total                                                                                                                                    
.                                  occurrences          occurrences                           .                  

    total                    total                    of the Word:           of the Word:                                    

.                                              "Verses"         "Verses"              "GOD"            "LORD"                 
   .                                                    above     .                 above             above                    above 

                                             VVVV                 VVVV           VVVV       VVVV      
 

     120        120           006            001    

 

                   = x...                        

.                 --and then--                    . 
                     also                     
                           in     

                                .                       .            

.               = x...              

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

======================                         

*Please, absolutely note that we have rightfully placed all of those "total"s  

legitimately and perfectly in equal number of digits above: 
 

 98    =    98    =    08    =    23    

 

120   =   120   =   006   =     001    
 

here finally, for/in each Case above,  

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Complementary manner above, here Again,  

by all of these Absolutely Most Wise  and  Perfect "Creation Designs" of our LORD AL-LAH,  

from the very Beginning, again, here: 

 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  28/68-70  =  76/23-24  =  20/133  =  72/28  =  78/29  =  74/ -31 
 

======================  

 

 

 

 

                                                     --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

                 .    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness these  Absolutely MOST MIRACULOUS Verses 

in "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  in "GOSPEL-INJEEL",   
 

in this Respect above, now here, Finally, thus: 

 

========================  

49-  (For,)  every "intended-thing" (=i.e. thus also and Especially all of those most Specific  Chapter "19" 
and those Most Important and Essential "Words" in them above)--            

We have Created them based on  "Perfect-MEASURE"  (=in Arabic: "biQADARIN")!  

  
 

          v v v v v v v v v v   
 

   

28-  …………………….. And HE has Precisely-COUNTED  every "intended-thing" (=i.e. here Again, thus also and Especially  

all of those most Specific  Chapter "19"  and those Most Important and Essential "Words" in them above)--   

as/in  "Numbers"  (=in Arabic: "Adadan")!    

 

          v v v v v v v v v v   

  

29-  And every "intended-thing" (=i.e. here Again, thus also and Especially all of those most Specific  Chapter "19"   

and those Most Important and Essential "Words" in them above)--   

We have Precisely-COUNTED them (as/in) "Scripture"  (=in Arabic: "Kitaban")!  

                    
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  54/49   >>>   72/28   >>>   78/29      

      

 

30-  Upon it  (shall be)  "19"  --(as an Awesome Signature of                    

such a  "Perfect-MEASURING"  &  "Precise-COUNTING"  on all of them, above)!                 
 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  74/30    

========================  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

========================  

28-  Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) therefore, said to them:  
 

When you lift up the "Son of Man" --(as  "he"  is already clearly foretold by Prophet Jesus (PbuH)  

here, in the first place: GOSPEL, John 6/27  =  Luke 6/22-23)--  

then --(in this Last / Third "Day" ="Milennium" when that "Son of Man" above  

is sent here now: GOSPEL, John 6/27, 40)--  

you will know that I am (=Jesus Christ); and of myself I do nothing, but only according as my LORD did Teach me, I speak! 

 

           v v v v v v v v v v 

 

39-  Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said:    
 

For I say to you, henceforth you will not See me (=i.e. See the real meaning of his Words)  

till (the Time comes, and then) you say:  

 

Blessed is "he" (=i.e. a specific reference to that "Son of Man" here again,  

as clearly foretold by Prophet Jesus (PbuH) above, in the first place, therein: GOSPEL, John 6/27, 40  =  Luke 6/22-23)--  

who comes --(in this Last / Third "Day" ="Milennium" here again: GOSPEL, John 6/40)-- under the Name of the LORD. 

 

            v v v v v v v v v v 

  

26-  Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said:  And the Comforter, the Holy Spirit,  

Whom the LORD will send in my Name, "he" (=i.e. a specific reference to that "Son of Man" here again,  

as clearly foretold by Prophet Jesus (PbuH) above: GOSPEL, John 6/27, 40  =  Luke 6/22-23)   

will teach you --(based on that Holy "Spirit"  =i.e.  Holy "Words/Message"   

as it is perfectly taught unto Prophet Jesus (PbuH) by GOD therein: John 6/63,      

in this Last / Third "Day" ="Milennium" here again: GOSPEL, John 6/27, 40)-- all things,  

and (thus) remind you of all things (in GOSPEL) that I say to you! 

  

GOSPEL, John  8/28   >>>   Matthew  23/39   >>>   John  14/26    

   

                       v v v v v v v v v v 
 

 



 

 

 

17-  Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said:  Do not think that  

I came to throw down the Law or the Prophets — I did not come to throw down, but to fulfill; 
 

18-  for, verily I say to you, until the heaven and the earth pass away,  

(not even) one "iota"  --thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat   

above now =29/"47"--  or one "tittle" --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat   

above now =29/"49"--  will Not pass away from the Law,  

until All is Accomplished --(as we have clearly and unmistakably Witnessed it above,  

for/within  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and for/within  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"  in this Final Age now.) 

  
  

                v v v v v v v v v v 

 

42-  Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said: Have you never read in the Scriptures: 

The "Stone" that the builders rejected (=i.e. an allegorical reference to "QURAN" which was rejected by Jews              

though it had clearly been Foretold in TORAH, Genesis 21/13-21 from the very beginning, therein)--              

has become the "Cornerstone" (=i.e. an allegorical reference to this "QURAN TESTAMENT" here, in this Final Age now.)          

This is the LORD’s Doing, and it is Marvelous in our eyes! 

43-  Therefore I tell you, the Kingdom of GOD will be taken away from you and given to a people  

--(in this Last / Third "Day" ="Milennium" here: GOSPEL, John 6/40, 44-45)-- producing its fruits --(therein  

in that  "Cornerstone"  =  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  as clearly Indicated above).   

 

44-  And the one who falls on this "Stone" (=i.e. here again, an allegorical reference to this "QURAN TESTAMENT" here,  

as clearly Foretold above, in this Final Age now)--  

will be --thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat   

above now =29/"47"--  "broken to pieces" (=i.e.  will utterly be "refuted"  in allegorical/intellectual sense here),  
  

and when it falls on anyone, "It" will --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat   

above now =29/"49"--  "crush" him (=i.e.  will utterly "refute" him  in allegorical/intellectual sense here again, 

in this Final Age now.)     

 So we should absolutely see this Awesome Prophecy above  

also in  "QURAN TESTAMENT" in  Chapter No. 74,  Verses No. 28-29-30,  in this Respect,  

within the final post here, for/in this Final Age now.    

     

GOSPEL, Matthew  5/17-18   =   21/42-43-44   



 

     v v v v v v v v v v 

 

 

40-  Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) said:  And this is the Will of Him (=GOD) Who sent me,   

that every one who sees the "Servant" (=i.e. a specific reference to that "Son of Man" here again,  

as clearly foretold by Prophet Jesus (PbuH), in the first place, above =GOSPEL, John 6/27  &  8/28   =   Luke 6/22-23)--  

and believes in him, may have eternal Life;  

and (GOD said) = I will raise him up in the Last / Third "Day" (="Milennium")   
 

--because  One "Day"  =  One "Thousand Years,"  in this Respect, in the Sight of our LORD AL-LAH                

*please, clearly see it here: PSALMS 90/4  =  QURAN TESTAMENT 22/47--  
 

 

44-  No one is able to come to me, if the LORD Who sent me does not draw him/her,  

and (GOD said) = I will raise him up (=i.e. a specific reference to that "Son of Man" here again,  

as clearly foretold by Prophet Jesus (PbuH), in the first place, above =GOSPEL, John 6/27  &  8/28   =   Luke 6/22-23)--   

in the Last / Third "Day" (=i.e. in this Last / Third "Milennium"  here again.)   

 

45-  (For) it is written in the Prophets:  

And they shall all be Taught by GOD, every one therefore who hears from the LORD and learns  

(=i.e. within that "Cornerstone" = "QURAN TESTAMENT"   

in this  Last / Third "Day"  =i.e.  Last / Third "Milennium"  as clearly Foretold above: GOSPEL, Matthew 21/42-43-44)--  

will come to "me"  (=i.e. to the "Words" of Prophet Jesus (PbuH) as they are perfectly Taught unto him by GOD   

as/in this "GOSPEL" therein  
 

which were thus specifically Intended for/in this  Last / Third "Day" = "Milennium"  therein, 

here now:  GOSPEL, John  8/28  =  12/47-50      QURAN TESTAMENT  3/55-57  =  5/46-47, 68-69).  

 

GOSPEL, John  6/40  =  44-45  

 

  v v v v v v v v v v 

 

17-  And Prophet Jesus (Peace be upon Him) answered and said:  

(Was it) not the "10" (that) were "cleansed," and the (other) "9" — where?  

18-  (Because) there were not found who did turn back to give-Glory to GOD, except this ("1") foreigner. 

(=i.e. in Prophetic Wisdom he thus also  

perfectly Informs us about that "cleansed" holy number in this Respect above,  

therein thus:  



 

(="1" did turn back, and "9" should have turned back   

so that we would clearly Witness it therein as: "1" and "9" together, side by side = "1-9")  

in this Respect above, for/in this Final Age now.  

--(GOSPEL, Matthew 23/39  =  John 8/28  =  12/47-50      QURAN TESTAMENT 5/46-47  =  74/30-31)--   

 

19-  and he said to him: Rise, and go your way, your faith (in GOD) has saved you! 

 

GOSPEL, Luke  17/17-18-19  

========================  

 

                   V V V V V V V V V V  

 

========================  

133-  And they said: If only "he" (=i.e.  this  "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  =  that "Son of Man" above,   

here again, as clearly Foretold by all great Prophets (=e.g. Moses, David, Muhammad -Peace be upon All of Them)  

and by Prophet Jesus -Peace be upon Him- above: John 6/27, 40  &  8/28  =  Luke 6/22-23)--  

would bring us a "Sign" from his LORD!  
 

But has not the "Clear-Proof" (=in Arabic: "Bayyinatu") already Come to them which is                 

(also Seen) in the "Previous PAGES" (=i.e. namely "PAGES" of -Previously Sent Down- "GOSPEL-INJEEL")! 

              

*as we have manifestly and unmistakably Witnessed it   

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Awesome manner  

for/within  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and for/within  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"  above, in this Final Age now.) 

 

134-  (Because) if We had annihilated them with a Retribution before this, they would have said:                

Our LORD, if only YOU had Sent us a "Messenger" (=i.e. this "Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  =  that "Son of Man" above, 

here again, as clearly Foretold above)-- so we could follow YOUR "Signs" (in Arabic: "Ayati") before we are 

  

                because of their such                        because of their such               
 ignorant, arrogant and hostile rejection    ignorant, arrogant and hostile rejection             .                  
     (of the "Signs" = 22/72 = 29/47)        (of the "Signs" = 22/72 = 29/49) 

  

        --of  the “Left” side  above--                               --of  the “Right” side  above--   
 

               "humiliated"                              and "shamed!" 

 

 

135-  Say: All are waiting, so wait (=QURAN TESTAMENT 44/10-16  &  16/24-29, 30-32);              
and you will come to know   



 

    due to their such                              due to their such                                              
. truthful, humble and sincere belief        truthful, humble and sincere belief                
(in the "Signs" = 25/73 = 32/15-17)      (in the "Signs" = 25/73 = 32/15-17)  

 

        --of  the “Left” side  above--                               --of  the “Right” side  above--   
 

                       who              who  

 "the People of the Straight Path"       "the Guided-Ones" 

                          are;                      are! 

 
 

QURAN TESTAMENT  20/133-135    

========================  

 

 

So now, let us clearly Witness this most Special  Chapter "19"  of/in  "QURAN TESTAMENT" 

in this Respect above, now here thus: 

 

======================== 

30-  He (=Prophet Jesus --Peace be upon Him) said: I am Servant of AL-LAH  

(*please, see it also here =GOSPEL, Luke 4/8), HE has given me the Scripture (=i.e. "GOSPEL-INJEEL")  

and made me a Prophet (*please, see it also here =GOSPEL, Luke 4/43).   

31-  And HE has made me blessed wherever I am, and HE has recommended unto me  

the Support-Prayer and the Cleansing-Share --(*please, see it also here =GOSPEL, Luke 6/12  &  Matthew 5/42)--  

as long as I am alive. 

32-  And (to be) dutiful to my Mother --(*please, see it also here =GOSPEL, John 19/26-27)--  

and HE has not made me a rebellious tyrant. 

33-  And Peace is upon me the day I was born, and the day I die, and the day I am resurrected alive (=16/32). 

--(*please, see it also here =GOSPEL, Luke 23/43)--  

34-  Such was Jesus, Son of Mary; (according to this) Message of The TRUTH (here),  

in which they were disputing. 

35-  (For) it does not befit AL-LAH that HE would beget a son; Be HE Glorified. 

--(*Prophet Jesus -Peace be upon Him- made it absolutely Clear  

that he was not Good and not GOD,  

perfectly in this most Special  Chapter "19"  again, first of all, therein =GOSPEL, Matthew 19/17)--  

(For) when HE decrees a matter, then HE simply says to it: "Be," and it is.  

36-  (Then Prophet Jesus --Peace be upon Him) said: And AL-LAH is my LORD and your LORD,  

so you shall serve HIM. This is the Straight Path. 



 

--(*Prophet Jesus -Peace be upon Him- made it also absolutely Clear  

that GOD is ONE (=i.e. HE has never begotten no Partner, no Spouse, no Son, never, at all =GOSPEL, Mark 12/28-29); 
 

and because of those who ignorantly distorted the rightful meaning of these purely allegorical terms: "Father" and "Son"  

used in GOSPEL and in all previous SCRIPTURES (=e.g. TORAH & PSALMS-ZABOOR) before that as well,  

our LORD AL-LAH has Rightfully abrogated those purely allegorical terms: (=i.e. "Father" and "Son")   

and commanded unto us to always use these absolutely real --better/best-- terms: "LORD" and "Servant"  

in place of them above, henceforth, forever =QURAN TESTAMENT 2/106).  

 

So we should absolutely see  "The  Words  of  Prophet Jesus  in  GOSPEL"  in this Light above, in this Final Age now,  

Rightfully and Perfectly, (in this Summary), here: 

 

The  WORDS  of  Prophet  Jesus  (PbuH) 
http: // www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/The-Words-of-Jesus-.pdf  

 

37-  But the Sects differed among themselves.  

Therefore, woe to those who have rejected from the sight of an awesome Day. 

38-  (You will) hear them and see on the Day they come to Us.  

But the unjust-ones today are still in (such) a deep Error (here =19/88 ...)! 

39-  So, warn them of the Day of Remorse, when the Matter will be decided;  

because they are still oblivious --to  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  Signs > Ayat    

above now =29/"47"-- because they still do not believe --in  the “Right” side  of those   

"19" Coded  Signs > Ayat  above now =29/"49"--     

 

40-  Certainly, We will inherit the Earth and all that is on it; and (thus eventually) to Us  

they will return (=16/24-29  X  30-32)!  

--(*Please, clearly see it, in this Respect, absolutely also here =GOSPEL, Matthew 12/31-32)-- 

    

QURAN TESTAMENT  19/30-40, …… 88-98    

======================== 
 

 

======================== 

82-  …… And you will find the closest in affection to those who believe are those who said:  

"We are Christians;" that is because among them are priestly-ones and saintly-ones, and they do not act arrogantly.       
 

83-  For when they hear what is Sent Down to the "Messenger" (=i.e. this  

"Messenger/MESSAGE of the Covenant"  =  that "Son of Man" above, 

here again, as clearly foretold by Prophet Jesus -Peace be upon Him- above: John 6/27, 40  &  8/28  =  Luke 6/22-23)--   

you see their eyes flooding with tears, for that they have recognized The Truth,  
 



 

*as we have manifestly and unmistakably Witnessed it   

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Awesome manner  

for/within  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and for/within  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"  above, in this Final Age now)-- 

 

they say: "Our LORD, we have believed, so Record us with the Witnesses."   
 

84-  "And why should we not believe in AL-LAH and what has come to us of The Truth;   

and (when) we yearn that our LORD admits us with the Righteous people." 
 

85-  So AL-LAH Recompensed them for what they have said with Gardens, flowing beneath them the Rivers, abiding therein;  

such is the Perfect-Reward of the Doers of Good.  
 

86-  But those who --thus especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  above now =29/47-- "rejected," and  

--due to/on  the “Right” side  above now =29/49-- "denied"  
 

Our  --("19" Coded)--  Signs > Ayat  (therein =74/16-17  >>  26-"30"),  
 

 

--(for/within  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and for/within  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"  above,  

in this Final Age above now =20/133-134-135)-- 
 

they are --(when/if they never truly repent and return to AL-LAH and rightfully reform themselves here,  

even till the very end of their normal life-span here:  22/72  =  85/4-10  =  4/17-18  as a consequence of  

such horrendous crimes therein)-- the dwellers of Hell-Fire. 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  5/82-86    

========================  

 

 

 

  

   --continues in the next post-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

******************************************************************************************* 
 

 

 "QURAN TESTAMENT"                                         

.        Chapter No. "74"   

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
    

24-  And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:  
 

"This (=QURAN TESTAMENT) is nothing except an ancient Magic." 
 

25-  "This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a human-being."  
 

26-  (AL-LAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter                     

--(thereby thus to absolutely Prove to him and to the whole World that                   

"QURAN TESTAMENT"  is definitely Not a man-made Message,                     

as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed above,  

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless Word of AL-LAH here =17/88)!                                                     
 
27-  So what made you know what an Uprooter.                                                                                                  
 
28-  It does not let-last  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here,               
utterly-eradicates  any disbelief and skepticism                       

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, --in Verse No. 24  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Left” side  above)--  
 

and It does not let-stay  --(but exclusively and only  in "allegorical/intellectual" sense  here again,              
utterly-devastates  any disbelief and skepticism                       

*as it is already ignorantly put forth by that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person therein, again, --in Verse No. 25  above), 

by those Perfect MIRACLES  on  the “Right” side  above)--   
 

 

29-  (For, it presents such MIRACULOUS) "Tables"                               
--(due to/on  that “Left” side  &  due to/on  that “Right” side  above)-- for the Humanity.                       
                                                                                                                                     

30-  Upon it (shall be) "19"! 
 

--(*as we have manifestly and unmistakably Witnessed it  

for/in each and every of those Cases above 

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Awesome manner  

for/within  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and  for/within  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"  above,  

in this Final Age now.)-- 

 

31-  For We have made the guardians of the Hellfire to be angels;  

and We did not make their Number (=that "19" above) except as a Test for those who have rejected; 
  
=so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs) shall attain-Certainty,  
 

=and those who have Faith (among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall increase in Faith,  
 



 

=and so that those who were given the Scripture (=Jews, and Christians, and Arabs)  
 

=and the Faithful (among all Nations/Peoples, Worldwide) shall not have any doubt,  
 
and so that those who have a sickness in their hearts and the rejecters shall say:  
 

"What is it that AL-LAH has (Really) Meant by this  "Allegory"  --(already Cited   

in those most specific  "26-30th  Verses"  above.) 
  
 

Thus, AL-LAH will Send astray whoever wishes (to go astray)                    

--especially, due to/on  the “Left” side  of those 

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")           
 

above now-- (20/133-134  =  29/"47"),     
 

 

and HE will Guide whoever wishes (to go guided)                      

--especially, due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                       

"19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")              
 

above now-- (20/133-134  =  29/"49")!     
 

  

And none know the Forces of your LORD except HIM;  

and "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
in the above  "26-30th  Verses")--  is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikra") for all Humanity.  

 

32-  No, by the Moon.    

33-  And the Night when it turns-away. 
 

34-  And the Morning when it shines-forth. 
 

 

35-  Absolutely, "It" (=i.e.  that "Uprooter" again, as clearly Pointed Out  
 

in the above "26-30th  Verses")-- is One of the Greatest-(MIRACLES)! 
 

36-  (Also) a "Warning" to all Humanity.  
 

37-  For any among you who wishes --by truly believing in and wholeheartedly Repenting to HIM              

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")      

above now-- to "Advance,"               

or --by utterly rejecting and crookedly running away from HIM                    

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")      

above now-- to "regress!"    

--(here Again, for/within  "QURAN TESTAMENT"  and for/within  "GOSPEL-INJEEL"  above,  

in this Final Age here now =20/133-134)-- 

           

20/133-134  (= Signs > Ayat)  =  29/"47"  &  "49"                     
      



 

 

38-  Every soul (shall be) held --(and Most Fairly/Equitably be Requited therein)-- for/by what               
it earns --(here =40/17, 40)! 
 

39-  Except for the People of the Righteousness (=84/7-8-9). 
 

40-  (They shall be) in Gardens, asking,  
 

41-  about the criminals: 
 

42-  What has led you into "Uprooter" --(as we have clearly seen "It" in the above  "27-30th  Verses;"                

=i.e.  that "eradicator  &  devastator" above, now also  in "real/physical" sense  in the Hereafter therein).  
 

 

43-  They said: We have not been of those Supporters --due to/on  the “Left” side  of those                  

"19" coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/"47"!--    
 

 

44-  And we have not been Feeding the Poor --due to/on  the “Right” side  of those                

"19" coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  above now =29/"49"!--    
  
 

45-  But we have been blundering with those blunderers --(in such hostile, cruel and arrogant manners            
therein: 22/72  =  16/"104"  &  "105"). 
 

46-  And we have been denying the Day of Recompense --(in such selfish, greedy and insolent manners            
therein: 107/1-7).   
 

47-  Until the Certainty came to us! 
 

48-  So, no intercession of intercessors will never help them (therein: 20/109-111)                
--again, here in this Case now: 22/72  =  85/4-10  =  4/17-18!  
 

 

 

49-  And what is (amiss) with them  
that they (still) turn away from "the Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(empasized at the end of             
Verse No. 31 above). 
 
50-  As if they were frightened "Zebras,"   
 

51-  Fleeing from a "Lion" --(which has absolutely  "19"  &  "19"  chromosomes,                
as in perfect "pairs" therein again)!    
 

 

52-  Alas, every one of them requires that he be given disseminated Pages --(from Heaven/Sky =17/93)!  
 
53-  No, they do not fear the Hereafter. 
 

54-  No, it is a "Commemorative" (="al-TaDhkirah") --(as empasized at the end of                
Verse No. 31 again above). 
 
55-  So whoever wishes will "take-Commemoration" therefrom --(as clearly Pointed Out  
at the very end of Verse No. 31 again above)!  
 
 

56-  But none will "take-Commemoration" except if AL-LAH Wills   

--(when/if HE Finds true Love and Sincerity and deep Devotion to HIM  

in the hearts, minds and souls of HIS Servants here, in the first place =13/27-28-29).  
 
 



 

(For) HE (Alone) is --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works                

due to/on  the “Left” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")            
 

above now: 29/47  =  32/"15-17")--  Source  of  Salvation;  

 

and --(especially, because of their such sincere Belief and Righteous-Works                   

due to/on  the “Right” side  of those  "19" Coded  MIRACLES  (Signs > Ayat)  (=74/16-17  >>  26-"30")            
 

above now: 29/49  =  32/"15-17")--  Source  of  Forgiveness! 
 

 

 

QURAN TESTAMENT  Chapter No. "74,"   Verses No. "24-56"   

******************************************************************************************        

 

    

 

========================== 

*Please, finally, also absolutely See this here, in its entirety,  

for/in this Final Age, now:  
 

"BIBLICAL EXCELLENT MIRACLES (3)" 

The Most Miraculous WORDS of Prophet Jesus (PbuH) 
http: // www.19covenant19.com/cms/images/dosyalarim/BIBLICAL-3.pdf  

========================== 

 

 

 

Remain in Peace/Salaam.  

 

 

 

 

 

And  he  who  came  with  The TRUTH, 
and  those  who  verified-it-as-TRUE, 
they  are  the Righteous. =39/33, .... 


